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General information about rolling bearing 

Shafts are inserted in the rolling bearings and placed in the body of reducer.  

 

Rolling bearings are universal units in which set the parts. They intended for support of 
rotating  elements and works under conditions of predominant of rolling friction.  
 
For the first time in the world the production of frictionless bearings was organized in 
Germany at 1883. And at the same time in USA. In Russia the first workshop was 
created at 1916, but the first trade plant was build at 1932 in Moscow. 



General information about rolling bearing 

1–  outer race; 

2–  inner race; 

3–  cage; 

4–  element of rolling 

 

Roll double-row bearing  
Вall single-row bearing 

В – width of  the bearing; 

d –  fit diameter of the inner race; 

D – fit diameter of the outer race. 

Operability of rolling bearings is highly dependent on the quality of the materials from 
which they are made, on the accuracy of their manufacture, of the type of  their 
connection to mating parts and operating conditions. 

Rolling bearing must ensure the accuracy and uniformity of rotation of the moving parts of 
machines and devices, and also to have a high durability. 





General information about rolling bearing 

Outer race of rolling bearing   
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Rolling elements can be balls, cylindrical rollers, needle rollers, tapered rollers or barrel 
rollers. The rolling elements are generally guided by a cage that keeps them at a 
uniform distance from each other and prevents them coming into contact with each 
other. In needle roller bearings and rib less spherical roller bearings, the cage also 
ensures that the rolling element axis is positioned correctly. Where bearings can be 
dismantled, the cage holds the rolling elements together and gives easier fitting of the 
bearings. For particular applications, rolling bearings with a full complement of balls, 
cylindrical rollers or needle rollers may be used. 



Rationing of the accuracy for a rolling bearing 

The scheme of arrangement of the tolerance zones for rolling bearings (selectively) 

Housing 

Shaft 







Tolerances for radial bearing 



Tolerances for radial bearing 



Tolerances for radial bearing 



Tolerances for radial bearing 



Choice of fits for races 



Choice of fits for races 

Stationary loading of the inner race  and 

rotation loading of  the outer race  

 

Stationary loading of outer race and rotation 

loading of the inner race 

 

1. Stationary loading 

2. Rotation loading 

3. Fluctuation loading 















Designation of the race fits in assembler drawing 

 Designation of  the fit for the inner race with the shaft  

in assembly drawing 

 

  Designation of  the fit for outer race with the  housing in 

assembly drawing 

 

Ø50 L0/js6       or         Ø50 L0 – js6. 

Ø90 Н7/l0         or         Ø90 Н7 – l0. 



Thank you for attention 


